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Batman: Curse of the White Knight The Deluxe Edition - Sean Murphy 2022-09-27
Ancient curses are awoken and timeless secrets are revealed in this Eisner Award nominated and explosive
sequel to the critically acclaimed blockbuster Batman: White Knight from writer/artist Sean Murphy! The
Joker recruits Azrael to help him expose a shocking secret about the Wayne family's legacy--and run
Gotham City into the ground! As Batman rushes to protect the city and his loved ones from danger, the
mystery of his ancestry unravels and Batman begins to question everything he thought he knew about
himself and his place in Gotham. With Gotham City's identity and institutions hanging in the balance,
Barbara Gordon decides to take matters into her own hands -- but will her rogue actions play right into The
Joker's plans? After tragedy strikes, Renee Montoya steps into the fray to lead the GTO and restore order to
the chaos that is quickly consuming Gotham City. Lightning-quick pacing and an all-star cast of Gotham's
heaviest hitters will keep you on the edge of your seat until the breathtaking finale of this second
installment of the White Knight saga! Collects Batman: Curse of the White Knight #1-8 and Batman: White
Knight Presents Von Freeze #1.
Batman & Robin: Dark Knight Vs. White Knight - Pete Tomasi 2013-02-19
The Dark Knight and the Boy Wonder face multiple threats and villains new and old, including the
mysterious White Knight, the villain Absence and the renegade Robin of the past, Jason Todd-in stories
written by creators Paul Cornell (ACTION COMICS,'Doctor Who'), Pete Tomasi (GREEN LANTERN CORPS,
NIGHTWING) and Judd Winick (BRIGHTEST DAY: GENERATION LOST, BATMAN).
Batman: The Doom That Came To Gotham - Mike Mignola 2015-12-22
An unholy union of a comic book icon and pure Lovecraftian horror is unleashed by writers MIKE
MIGNOLA, acclaimed creator of Hellboy, RICHARD PACE (Robert E. Howard's Savage Sword) and artist
TROY NIXEY (HARLEY QUINN) in this terrifying reimagining of the greatest heroes and villains in the
Batman mythos. It’s Gotham City, 1928. Twenty years have passed since a madman slew the parents of
young Bruce Wayne, heir to one of the city’s oldest fortunes. Twenty years since he fled the carnage of
Gotham. But now Bruce Wayne has returned-and hell has followed. A terrible thing from beyond space and
time has awakened. The Lurker on the Threshold has called its faithful servants-immortal sorcerers, reptile
men, beings of eldritch cold and fungal horror-to feed our world into its gaping maw. If the Batman hopes
to end the horror, how terrible must Bruce Wayne become? Collects BATMAN: THE DOOM THAT CAME TO
GOTHAM #1-3!
Batman: White Knight - Sean Murphy 2018-10-09
The impossible has happened: The Joker has become...sane. Batman: White Knight follows the man now
known as Jack Napier as he embarks on a quest to heal the city he once terrorized. After reconciling with
his long-suffering partner, Harley Quinn, he sets in motion a carefully plotted campaign to discredit the one
person whom he views as Gotham City's true enemy: Batman. His crusade exposes a decades-long history
of corruption within the Gotham City Police Department and transforms Napier into a city councilman and
civic hero. But when the sins of his past return to threaten everything that he has accomplished, the
distinctions between savior and destroyer begin to break down for both The Joker and Batman alike-and
with them any hope for Gotham's future. Writer and artist Sean Murphy delivers an extraordinary
examination of comics' greatest antagonists in Batman: White Knight, exploring justice, corruption,
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activism and the darkest depths of mental illness. Collecting the acclaimed eight-issue miniseries, this
stunning graphic novel also marks the debut of the DC Black Label imprint, which features classic DC
characters in all-new, standalone stories written and illustrated by world-class authors and artists.
Batman: Curse of the White Knight (2019-2020) #7 - Sean Murphy 2020-02-26
Bruce Wayne and Batman have come undone. Powerless after learning the truth behind his family’s name
and legacy, Bruce prepares to shed all of his secrets and make one final appeal to the people of Gotham as
Azrael takes control of the city.
Batman: Beyond the White Knight (2022) #6 - Sean Murphy 2022-10-25
After years of rivalry, it’s the showdown you’ve been waiting for…Jason Todd versus Dick Grayson! Who’s
the best Robin? Find out this issue! Plus, with the help of an unexpected new ally, Bruce Wayne aims to
take Derek Powers down for good. But will the malevolent millionaire’s newfound powers prove to be too
much for the former Batman?
Batman: Curse of the White Knight (2019-2020) #4 - Sean Murphy 2019-10-23
After a shocking tragedy strikes the Bat-Family and Montoya takes the reins, Babs defies the GTO and goes
rogue in the hunt for Azrael. When her new methods prove almost too effective, Batman intervenes-leaving
Harley to her own devices in the wake of her own emergency.
Batman: White Knight Presents: Harley Quinn (2020-2021) #6 - Katana Collins 2021-03-23
Gotham City’s fate hangs in the balance in this conclusion to Harley Quinn’s quest to catch a serial killer!
Harley knew the risks when she agreed to help the GTO capture Gotham’s most savage new criminals, and
all her fears have come to pass. Her pursuit of Starlet and the Producer has magnified the overwhelming
responsibilities of motherhood, endangered her life and loved ones, and forced her to revisit the most
painful memories of her own criminal past. Now, on the eve of Starlet’s final spectacular act at the Gotham
Film Festival, the case has become personal. As Harley grieves a shocking personal loss, she prepares to
risk everything to prove she can deliver on her commitments and bring the case to a close. With one final
assist from Bruce, Harley heads to center stage for a showdown that will make or break Gotham’s futureand determine Harley’s role within it.Gotham City’s fate hangs in the balance in this conclusion to Harley
Quinn’s quest to catch a serial killer! Harley knew the risks when she agreed to help the GTO capture
Gotham’s most savage new criminals, and all her fears have come to pass. Her pursuit of Starlet and the
Producer has magnified the overwhelming responsibilities of motherhood, endangered her life and loved
ones, and forced her to revisit the most painful memories of her own criminal past. Now, on the eve of
Starlet’s final spectacular act at the Gotham Film Festival, the case has become personal. As Harley grieves
a shocking personal loss, she prepares to risk everything to prove she can deliver on her commitments and
bring the case to a close. With one final assist from Bruce, Harley heads to center stage for a showdown
that will make or break Gotham’s future-and determine Harley’s role within it.
Batman - Sean Murphy 2018
Batman: Curse of the White Knight - Sean Murphy 2020-09-15
In this explosive sequel to the critically acclaimed blockbuster Batman: White Knight, The Joker recruits
Azrael to help him expose a shocking secret from the Wayne family’s legacy-and to run Gotham City into
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the ground! As Batman rushes to protect the city and his loved ones from danger, the mystery of his
ancestry unravels, dealing a devastating blow to the Dark Knight. Exciting new villains and unexpected
allies clash in this unforgettable chapter of the White Knight saga-and the truth about the blood they shed
will shake Gotham to its core! With Gotham City’s identity and institutions hanging in the balance, Barbara
Gordon decides to take matters into her own hands-but will her rogue actions play right into The Joker’s
plans? It all leads to the final battle of the Bats-Bruce Wayne versus Azrael-with the fate of the city at stake.
Collects Batman: Curse of the White Knight #1-8 and Batman: White Knight Presents Von Freeze #1.In this
explosive sequel to the critically acclaimed blockbuster Batman: White Knight, The Joker recruits Azrael to
help him expose a shocking secret from the Wayne family’s legacy-and to run Gotham City into the ground!
As Batman rushes to protect the city and his loved ones from danger, the mystery of his ancestry unravels,
dealing a devastating blow to the Dark Knight. Exciting new villains and unexpected allies clash in this
unforgettable chapter of the White Knight saga-and the truth about the blood they shed will shake Gotham
to its core! With Gotham City’s identity and institutions hanging in the balance, Barbara Gordon decides to
take matters into her own hands-but will her rogue actions play right into The Joker’s plans? It all leads to
the final battle of the Bats-Bruce Wayne versus Azrael-with the fate of the city at stake. Collects Batman:
Curse of the White Knight #1-8 and Batman: White Knight Presents Von Freeze #1.In this explosive sequel
to the critically acclaimed blockbuster Batman: White Knight, The Joker recruits Azrael to help him expose
a shocking secret from the Wayne family’s legacy-and to run Gotham City into the ground! As Batman
rushes to protect the city and his loved ones from danger, the mystery of his ancestry unravels, dealing a
devastating blow to the Dark Knight. Exciting new villains and unexpected allies clash in this unforgettable
chapter of the White Knight saga-and the truth about the blood they shed will shake Gotham to its core!
With Gotham City’s identity and institutions hanging in the balance, Barbara Gordon decides to take
matters into her own hands-but will her rogue actions play right into The Joker’s plans? It all leads to the
final battle of the Bats-Bruce Wayne versus Azrael-with the fate of the city at stake. Collects Batman: Curse
of the White Knight #1-8 and Batman: White Knight Presents Von Freeze #1.
Batman: Last Knight on Earth - Scott Snyder 2020-04-07
Twenty years in the future, Bruce Wayne wakes up in Arkham Asylum. Young. Sane. And... he's never been
Batman. So begins this sprawling tale of the Dark Knight as he embarks on a quest through a devastated
DC landscape, featuring a massive cast of familiar faces from the DC Universe. As he tries to piece together
the mystery of his past, he must unravel the cause of this terrible future and track down the unspeakable
force that destroyed the world as he knew it... From the powerhouse creative team of writer Scott Snyder
and artist Greg Capullo, the team that reinvented Batman from the emotional depths of Batman: Court of
Owls to the epic power of Dark Nights: Metal, DC presents what could be the last Batman story ever told...
Collects Batman: Last Knight on Earth #1-3.
Batman: White Knight Presents: Harley Quinn (2020-) #5 - Katana Collins 2021-02-23
The Producer’s scheme is in motion, and the GTO is on high alert as Gotham’s hope of a peaceful new
horizon begins to collapse. Rattled and recovering from a close encounter with Starlet, Harley examines
whether her complicated past with villainy is a burden or a boon to her new identity. She weighs two final
options: break all ties and retire to a quiet life, or embrace the chaos, risk, and responsibility of protecting
the people and the place that created her. The choice itself may be fantasy, as a targeted attack on Harley
ends in tragedy and drives Bruce to a reckless decision that could extend his prison sentence indefinitely.
Batman (2016-) #109 - James Tynion IV 2021-06-01
Main Story: Mayor Nakano green-lights the Magistrate pilot program for Gotham City as Batman goes toeto-toe with the augmented and bloodthirsty Peacekeeper-01! It’s a brutal battle for the ages, but what
secrets does Harley Quinn hold about the man beneath the armor, Sean Mahoney? And how does this all
play in to the Scarecrow’s hands?! Backup: Ghost-Maker is fighting through incredible odds to reach the
nefarious Madame Midas...but will his next opponent-BRAINSTORM-be impossible to overcome?!Main
Story: Mayor Nakano green-lights the Magistrate pilot program for Gotham City as Batman goes toe-to-toe
with the augmented and bloodthirsty Peacekeeper-01! It’s a brutal battle for the ages, but what secrets
does Harley Quinn hold about the man beneath the armor, Sean Mahoney? And how does this all play in to
the Scarecrow’s hands?! Backup: Ghost-Maker is fighting through incredible odds to reach the nefarious
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Madame Midas...but will his next opponent-BRAINSTORM-be impossible to overcome?!
Batman: White Knight Deluxe Edition - Sean Gordon Murphy 2020-03-10
"I love Gotham, and it's time I paid her back." Set in a world where the Clown Prince of Crime has been
cured of his madness, Batman: White Knight follows the man now known as Jack Napier as he embarks on a
quest to heal the city he once terrorized. After reconiciling with his long-suffering partner, Harley Quinn,
he sets in motion a carefully plotted campaign to discredit the one person whom he views as Gotham City's
true enemy: Batman. His crusade exposes a decades-long history of corruption within the Gotham City
Police Department and transforms Napier into a city councilman and civic hero. But when the sins of his
past return to threaten everything that he has accomplished, the distinctions between savior and destroyer
begin to break down for both the Joker and Batman alike—and with them any hope for Gotham's future.
Superstar graphic novelist Sean Murphy delivers an extraordinary examination of comics' greatest
antagonists in Batman: White Knight, exploring justice, corruption, activism, and the darkest depths of
mental illness. This deluxe hardcover edition collects all eight issues of the acclaimed miniseries and
features a special behind-the-scenes showcase of Murphy's character designs and preliminary artwork.
Batman: White Knight Presents: Harley Quinn (2020-) #3 - Katana Collins 2020-12-22
Harley and the GTO seize an opportunity to investigate the Starlet’s failed murder attempt. When the
survivor offers a startling revelation about Agent Hector Quimby, the team acts quickly on the intel (and a
handful of colorful clues) to interrogate an inconvenient new suspect. Harley’s fears are realized when she
makes a chilling discovery that reminds her of The Joker’s worst obsessive behaviors-a development that
casts light on new suspicions and conflicts of interest, and threatens to compromise the whole case.
Batman: Curse of the White Knight (2019-2020) #6 - Sean Murphy 2020-01-22
Gotham City’s crushing curse is uncovered! Everything Batman thought he knew about the Wayne family
secret is turned upside down as Azrael and The Joker usher anarchy into Arkham-and after a final word
with Jack, Harley faces an impossible choice!
Batman: Beyond the White Knight - Sean Murphy 2023-06-13
A lot can change in 10 years, especially in Gotham! Batman, a.k.a. Bruce Wayne, may be behind bars, but
the real criminals are still out there. Gotham Motors CEO Derek Powers has seized control of the Wayne
family’s assets and is using them to transform the GTO and the city they’ve sworn to protect. Crime is
down, but at what cost? A new Batman has emerged in Powers’s city, and only Bruce is fully aware of the
dangers to come. It’s time to destroy the mantle for good, but he’ll need one of his forgotten sons’ help to
do so. Enter Jason Todd…the first Robin?! In this thrilling sequel to the blockbuster comic book hits
Batman: White Knight and Batman: Curse of the White Knight, writer/artist Sean Murphy invites the
audience to go beyond the Gotham they know to discover an engrossing new take on the city and its heroes.
Welcome to Neo-Gotham and the world of Beyond the White Knight! This collection includes Batman:
Beyond the White Knight #1-8; Batman: White Knight Presents: Red Hood #1-2.
Sort of Super - Eric Gapstur 2022-03-22
Awkward by Svetlana Chmakova meets the HiLo series in this first book in a funny, lighthearted new
middle grade graphic novel series about a boy struggling with new superpowers—and middle school.
Eleven-year-old Wyatt Flynn had something amazing happen to him: he got superpowers! Good ones too,
like super-flight, super-strength, and super-speed. The only problem? Wyatt got his superpowers totally by
mistake, and his dad—who’s been overprotective since Wyatt’s mom disappeared—thinks he’s too young for
them and worries what would happen if everyone found out. So he makes Wyatt hide his powers. Keeping
such a huge secret from his best friends Beto and Nara is bad enough, but not being able to use his new
abilities to defend them from the biggest bully at school makes Wyatt feel useless and frustrated. But his
little sister thinks the good his powers could do is more important than following Dad’s rules. Slowly, the
two of them become a dynamic crime-fighting duo right under their dad’s nose. Lying to his dad isn’t much
easier than lying to his friends. But Wyatt might be able to make a real difference in the community…and
maybe even find Mom. That makes it all worth it—right?
Batman: Curse of the White Knight (2019-2020) #8 - Sean Murphy 2020-03-25
Witness the final battle of the two Bats in this conclusion to the second installment of the White Knight
saga! After learning the truth about his name and fortune, Bruce Wayne has made a shocking public
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announcement in pursuit of redemption-but before he can secure Gotham’s future and prosperity once and
for all, he must protect the city in one last brutal showdown with Azrael. With Batman devastated by his
shattered identity and with little left to lose, there may be nothing left to stop him from abandoning his
code and resorting to one unthinkable desperate measure.
Batman: Curse of the White Knight (2019-2020) #1 - Sean Murphy 2019-07-24
In this explosive sequel to the critically acclaimed blockbuster BATMAN: WHITE KNIGHT from writer/artist
Sean Murphy, The Joker recruits Azrael to help him expose a shocking secret from the Wayne family’s
legacy—and to run Gotham City into the ground! As Batman rushes to protect the city and his loved ones
from danger, the mystery of his ancestry unravels, dealing a devastating blow to the Dark Knight. Exciting
new villains and unexpected allies will clash in this unforgettable chapter of the White Knight saga—and
the truth about the blood they shed will shake Gotham to its core!
Batman : Curse of the White Knight - 2020-10-02

Batman: Curse of the White Knight (2019-2020) #5 - Sean Murphy 2019-12-11
The GTO struggles to forgive Batman for his behavior on the tails of tragedy, but a promising path forward
comes into focus when he uncovers a monumental clue about the mystery of Gotham’s ancestral curse. It
may prove too little too late, as Azrael breaks free of Ruth’s mandate and unleashes a radical new reign of
terror over the city and its competing super-criminals.
Batman: Damned - Brian Azzarello 2019-09-10
The Joker is dead. There is no doubt about that. But whether Batman finally snapped his scrawny neck or
some other sinister force in Gotham City did the deed is still a mystery. Problem is, Batman can't
remember... and the more he digs into this labyrinthian case, the more his mind starts to doubt everything
he's uncovering. So who better to set him straight than... John Constantine? Problem with that is as much
as John loves a good mystery, he loves messing with people's heads even more. So with John's "help," the
pair will delve into the sordid underbelly of Gotham as they race toward the mind-blowing truth of who
murdered The Joker. BATMAN: DAMNED is a supernatural horror story told by two of comics' greatest
modern creators-a visceral thrill-ride that proudly puts the "black" in BLACK LABEL. This new collection
includes a sketch gallery and other bonus features.
Batman & Robin Vol. 3: Death of the Family (The New 52) - Peter J. Tomasi 2013-12-03
A direct tie to Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo's "Death in the Family" Batman story comes the disturbingly
creepy and psychological thriller of Batman and Robin by the all star team of Peter Tomasi and Patrick
Gleason. The Joker returns to test Batman and the extended Bat-family but when he squares off against
Batman's son Damian aka Robin! With Batman's life hanging in the balance, The Clown Prince of Crime
pushes Robin to his limits and beyond. And with the 300th anniversary of the founding of Gotham
approaches, tragedy strikes the Bat-family. Collects BATMAN AND ROBIN #15-17, BATMAN AND ROBIN
ANNUAL #1 and BATMAN #17.
American Vampire: Survival of the Fittest (2011-) #1 - Scott Snyder 2016-10-25
Vampire hunters Felicia Book and Cash McCogan go behind enemy lines with the secret organization
known as the Vassals of the Morningstar in search of a rumored vampire cure. But their haunted, twisted
past with Skinner Sweet makes the mission more difficult than they imagined.
Batman: White Knight Batman Day 2018 Special Edition (2018-) #1 - Sean Murphy 2018-09-12
Just in time for Batman Day 2018 on September 15, DC presents the sold-out first issue of the acclaimed
miniseries written and illustrated by Sean Murphy! Set in a world where The Joker is cured of his insanity
and homicidal tendencies, The Joker, now known as ÒJack,Ó sets about trying to right his wrongs. First he
plans to reconcile with Harley Quinn, and then heÕll try to save the city from the one person who he thinks
is truly Gotham CityÕs greatest villain: Batman!
Batman: Curse of the White Knight - Sean Murphy 2021-10-05
The sword of Azrael unleashed! The urban jungle that is Gotham City is being torn apart by the war
between Batman and the Joker—a war in which the difference between hero and villain has become
impossibly blurred. Now, with his do-gooding Jack Napier personality submerged beneath an ascendant
Clown Prince of Crime, the Joker is ready to take that war to the next level—and his army has a new recruit.
Wielding a flaming sword and bearing the weight of hundreds of years of history on his shoulders, Azrael is
a knight darker than any that Gotham has seen before. One by one, the Batman’s enemies will fall beneath
his blade—and bit by bit, this new crusader will remake Gotham City into his own version of heaven on
Earth. Only Batman and his estranged allies can stop him—but the distrust between them runs deep. And
when the Joker and Azrael expose the hidden history of the Wayne family, all faith in the Dark Knight may
be shattered for good. Acclaimed writer and artist Sean Murphy continues his thrilling and thoughtprovoking reimagining of the Batman mythos in Batman: Curse of the White Knight, a stunning sequel to
his groundbreaking graphic novel Batman: White Knight. This volume collects all eight issues of the DC
Black Label series as well as the Batman: White Knight Presents Von Freeze one-shot written by Murphy
and illustrated by legendary comics artist Klaus Janson.
Batman: White Knight Presents: Harley Quinn (2020-) #4 - Katana Collins 2021-01-26
Harley’s pursuit of the Golden Age killer gets personal. Still in the fog of her discovery about Hector’s
obsession, she relives her darkest memory of Jack’s transformation into The Joker-and her own early
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Batman White Knight - Sean Murphy 2018-10-26
Dans un monde où Batman est allé trop loin, le Joker doit sauver Gotham ! Le Joker, ce maniaque, ce tueur,
celui que l'on surnomme le Clown Prince du Crime... si Batman, le Chevalier Noir, sombre du côté obscur,
pourquoi le Joker ne pourrait-il pas sortir de sa psychose et devenir le Chevalier Blanc ? C'est ce qui arrive
après qu'un traitement inédit a guéri le Joker et le fait redevenir Jack Napier : un nouveau candidat à la
mairie de Gotham ! Contient Batman White Knight #1-8
I Forced a Bot to Write This Book - Keaton Patti 2020-11-17
Humorist Keaton Patti "forced a bot" to digest massive amounts of human media to produce these absurdly
funny, “totally real,” “bot-generated” scripts, essays, advertisements, and more. Ever wonder what an AI
bot might come up with if tasked with creative writing? From Olive Garden commercials to White House
press briefings to Game of Thrones scripts, writer and comedian Keaton Patti’s “bot” recognizes and
heightens the tropes of whatever it’s reproducing to hilarious effect. Each “bot-generated” piece can be
enjoyed as surrealist commentary on the media we consume every day or simply as silly robot jokes—either
way, you’ll probably end up laughing.
Shazam!: Monster Society of Evil - Jeff Smith 2017-10-03
"Remarkable . . . a comic book that can be savored and admired by everyone from kids to the most
sophisticated graphic novel devotee." - Entertainment Weekly Jeff Smith, the award-winning creator of
BONE, tells the story of young orphan Billy Batson who finds himself transformed into the World's
Mightiest Mortal whenever he says the magic word "Shazam!" Billy must use these extraordinary abilities
to face an invasion of alien creatures as well as stop mad scientist Dr. Sivana and his Monster Society of
Evil from taking over the world!
The Wake - Scott Snyder 2014-11-11
Winner of the 2014 Eisner Award for Best Limited Series New York Times bestselling author, Scott Snyder
(American Vampire, Batman, Swamp Thing) and artist Sean Murphy (Punk Rock Jesus, Joe The Barbarian),
the incredible team behind the miniseries American Vampire: Survival of the Fittest, are reuniting for the
powerful miniseries: THE WAKE. When Marine Biologist Lee Archer is approached by the Department of
Homeland Security for help with a new threat, she declines, but quickly realizes they won't take no for an
answer. Soon she is plunging to the depths of the Arctic Circle to a secret, underwater oilrig filled with
roughnecks and scientists on the brink of an incredible discovery. But when things go horribly wrong, this
scientific safe haven will turn into a house of horrors at the bottom of the ocean! Collects THE WAKE
#1-10.
Batman: White Knight (2017-2018) #3 - Sean Murphy 2017-12-06
Tragedy strikes, and the Bat-family face the fight of their lives against an army of super-villains and waning
public support. A new discovery reinforces Jack’s plot to jeopardize the Dark Knight’s standing in Gotham
City, and Harley’s obsession with The Joker reaches a new height—and threatens to change the game for
good!
batman-white-knight
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evolution into Harley Quinn. With Bruce’s counsel, she grapples with the guilt of her past and makes a
choice that sends her straight into Starlet and the Producer’s den for an expertly staged showdown that will
either crack the case or end her life.
Batman: Going Sane - J. M. Dematteis 2008
After the Joker thinks that he has killed Batman, he reacts to the loss of his nemesis by attempting to leave
his insanity behind him and lead a normal life as Joseph Kerr.
Batwoman - Greg Rucka 2010
The story of how Kate Kane evolved into crime fighter Batwoman.
Punk Rock Jesus - Sean Murphy 2013-04-09
A reality TV show starring a clone of Jesus Christ causes chaos across the U.S. of the near future in PUNK
ROCK JESUS, a new-graphic novel written and drawn by Sean Murphy, the acclaimed illustrator of JOE
THE BARBARIAN and AMERICAN-VAMPIRE. J2 causes both outrage and adulation. Religious zealots either
love or hate the show, angry politicians worry about its influence-on the nation, and members of the
scientific community fear the implications of cloning a human being at all, let alone the Son of-God. Thomas
McKael is the clones's bodyguard and former IRA operative, who despite his turbulent past is hired to
protect the new-Jesus-a baby who captivates the world, but grows up to become an angry teenager. When
falling ratings force the network to cut Jesus's mother from the series the young star runs away, renounces
his religious-heritage and forms a punk rock band. And what starts off as babysitting for Thomas becomes
an epic battle, as Jesus goes to war-against the corporate media complex that created him. Along with his
artistic credits on JOE THE BARBARIAN and AMERICAN VAMPIRE: SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST,-Murphy
also wrote and illustrated the graphic novel OFF ROAD (Oni Press), and cowrote OUTER ORBIT (Dark
Horse-Comics).
Batman: White Knight Presents: Harley Quinn - Katana Collins 2021-06-29
Two years after the events of Batman: Curse of the White Knight, Azrael has wiped out criminals in
Gotham, Jack Napier (formerly The Joker) is dead, Bruce Wayne (Batman) is in prison, and Harley Quinn is
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adjusting to life as a single mother, raising the twins she had with Jack. But as new villains arise, Harley is
forced to dance with madness once again and confront her own past with The Joker and Batman while
helping the Gotham City police and an eager young FBI agent uncover the truth behind a series of
gruesome murders. This collection also features a chapter from Harley Quinn’s newest digital-first series,
Harley Quinn Black + White + Red, told in a traditional black-and-white format with the color red uniquely
shaping Harley Quinn’s story. Collection includes Batman: White Knight Presents Harley Quinn #1-6 and a
story from Harley Quinn Black + White + Red Digital Chapter 6.
Batman: White Knight - Sean Murphy 2018-10-09
A Newsweek Best Graphic Novel of the Year The impossible has happened: The Joker has become a ...
hero? Batman: White Knight follows the man now known as Jack Napier as he embarks on a quest to heal
the city he once terrorized. After reconciling with his long-suffering partner, Harley Quinn, he sets in
motion a carefully plotted campaign to discredit the one person whom he views as Gotham City's true
enemy: Batman. His crusade exposes a decades-long history of corruption within the Gotham City Police
Department and transforms Napier into a city councilman and civic hero. But when the sins of his past
return to threaten everything that he has accomplished, the distinctions between savior and destroyer
begin to break down for both The Joker and Batman alike--and with them any hope for Gotham's future.
Writer and artist Sean Murphy delivers an extraordinary examination of comics' greatest antagonists in
Batman: White Knight, exploring justice, corruption, activism and the darkest depths of mental illness.
Collecting the acclaimed eight-issue miniseries, this stunning graphic novel also marks the debut of the DC
Black Label imprint, which features classic DC characters in standalone stories written and illustrated by
world-class authors and artists.
Batman: Curse of the White Knight (2019-2020) #3 - Sean Murphy 2019-09-25
Batman salvages a groundbreaking clue from the wreckage of Wayne Manor and recruits Harley Quinn to
confront The Joker for answers about the mystery of Gotham City’s foundations! Their investigation takes a
dire turn in the darkest corners of Arkham, and Gordon’s life is in peril after a new commissioner is named.
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